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INTRODUCTION

Tritium (3H), 1 4C, 85Kr, and 1 2 9I are the most important globally

dispersed radionuclides released from the nuclear fuel cycle. With the

possible exception of H, the global collective dose commitments

resulting from localized releases of these radibnuclides are expected to

be much greater than the collective doses during first-pass local and

regional exposures prior to the onset of global transport. Thus,

consideration of global transport would be of primary importance in

optimizing radiation protection efforts, i.e., in applying the ALAEA

principle and cost-benefit analyses. ' In this paper, we investigate

whether global transport of these radionuclides could also be important

in assessing doses to individuals in critical groups of the population*

In practice, dose limitation for maximally exposed individuals rather

than optimization of protection has been the basis for limiting releases

of radioactivity.a We also consider the magnitude of average individual

* Research sponsored by the Division of Health, Siting, and Waste
Management, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement DOE 40-550-75 with
the U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.

a The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's uranium fuel cycle
standard (40 CFR 190)5 establishes release limits for certain f
lived and/or mobile radionuclides in addition to annual dose limits
for maximally exposed individuals. However, these release limits
are based on available control technologies, not on a consideration
of the resulting collective dose commitments. ^
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doses in the world population that would rtsult from allowable releases

of these radionuclides.

CALCULATIONS

Figure 1 shows predicted individual dose rates in different

population groups resulting from a constant atmospheric release of H,

14 85 129

C, Kr, or I from a particular site over a period of 50 years.

The environmental transport and dosimetry models are described in Ref.

2, except that the air concentration at the assumed location of the

maximally exposed individuals is obtained from Ref* 6. Dose rates 1-3

apply only to first-pass exposures, whereas dose rate 4 applies to an

average individual in the world population at the end of the release

period. Thus, the dose rate to maximally exposed individuals at the end

of the release is the sum of dose rates 1 and 4, and similarly for

average individuals exposed during first-pass local and regional

transport. Dose rates 5 and 6 are the individual dose commitments in

the world population over the time periods indicated in the figure

caption and are related to the global collective dose commitments. The

calculated dose rates depend on the characteristics of the atmospheric

release as follows: (1) dose rates 1-3 are proportional to the release

rate but independent of its duration (i.e., total activity released);

(2) dose rate 4 depends in general on both the release rate and its

duration; and (3) dose rates 5 and 6 are proportional to the total

activity released but independent of the release rate.

DISCUSSION

For a single source, Fig. 1 indicates* as expected, that release

limits for the protection of maximally exposed individuals from these



radionuclides can be based on doses during first-pass exposures -without

consideration of doses to these individuals during subsequent global

transport. In actuality, however, ve may be concerned with a

multiplicity of sources which are widely dispersed. In this case, dose

rate 1 still depends only on the release rate from a single source or

localized cluster of sources, but dose rates 4-6 increase in proportion

to the number of sources. Thus, for sources numbering perhaps greater

than 100, the largest dose rate from global transport of C and Kr

(i.e., dose rate 4) could become important in estimating dose rates to

3 12Qmaximally exposed individuals. But for H and I, which are removed

much more rapidly from the atmosphere than C and Kr, the

calculations indicate that global transport will not be important in

assessing doses to such individuals.

Optimization of radiation protection using collective dose

commitments is usually evaluated without consideration of the magnitude

of doses to average individuals in the exposed population. For the

globally dispersed radionuclides, we can use Fig. 1 to estimate dose

rates to average individuals in the world population from hypothetical

atmospheric releases which would comply with current dose-rate limits to

129maximally exposed individuals. For I, for example, a dose limit of

0.75 mSy/y to the thyroid would result in an average thyroid dose rate

in the world population over 10 years (i.i., dose rate 6) of less than

0.2 nSv/y per facility and a value until radioactive decay is complete

(i.e., dose rate 5) of less than 0.1 pSv/y per facility. Similarly fox

H, a release which complies with a dose limit of 0.25 mSv/y to the

whole body would give an average dose rate in the world population

(dose rate 5) of less than 0.2 nSv/y per facility. For average dose



rates of this magnitude, we believe that it would be appropriate to

consider whether optimization of collective dose commitments is

meaningful for radiation protection. We also believe that the magnitude

of average individual doses should be considered in evaluating the

recent proposal that the global individual dose commitment be a factor

in establishing annual dose limits to individuals from radioactive waste

disposal.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1 — Predicted effective dose-equivalent rates from a chronic

atmospheric release of 3H, 1 4C, 85JCr, or 1 2 9I from a site at

Morris, Illinois, at a rate of 1 TBq/y for a period of 50

years: 1 — maximally exposed individuals during first-pass

exposures at a distance of 3.4 km from the release location;

2 — average individuals during first-pass local exposures

corresponding to 0-6 hours or approximately 100 km of plume

travel; 3 — average individuals during first-pass regional

exposures corresponding to 6 hours to 30 days of plume travel

or a single traverse around the world; 4 — average individuals

in the world population at the end of the 50-year release; 5 —

average individuals in the world population over a period of

ten decay half-lives after the onset of the release; 6 —

average individuals in the world population over a period of

10 years after the onset of the release ( C and i 2 9I only).
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


